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Next year 2020, job4U2 will celebrate 10 years of supporting
dual career partners in Switzerland.

More than ever, we close the year reflecting on who we
have become, on what is important to us and in how our last
decade experience and acquired expertise prepare us for

our next steps.

Before entering this year of anniversary, the team has
worked on clarifying what makes job4U2 unique both in the

Swiss landscape and in the mobility landscape.
The identified 10 points that we have identified are presenting

in this annual report.

Soon we will close the office to go and enjoy the end of the
year with family and friends, but we already look forward to
a wonderful 2020 which we invite in our life as a year for

celebration.

In this festive time of the year, we would like to invite you to
celebrate as well, for yourself, all the things that in your life

call for celebration. 

We wish you a joyful end of 2019 and a happy start in 2020.

The job4U2 Team

Closing the year 

Words
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jOB4U2 Services in  a 

Nutshell 

The job4U2 career coaches help dual career couples to make their
relocation in Switzerland a project for both. With the job4U2
programs, they support the accompanying partners’ professional
integration by sharing their knowledge of the Swiss economic
network, of the recruiters’ expectations and custom, but also by
deploying their ability to nurture individuals’ motivation and positive
energy during this period of major changes.The support programs
most offered are:
     - Job search support
     - Career (re)orientation coaching
     - Business creation support

job4U2, founded in 2010, is the
leading provider of career
support for dual-career partners
in Switzerland .
The job4U2 career coaching
programs are delivered by
qualified career coaches who
complement their Swiss job
market expertise with advance
coaching competences. 

Our mission is to enable our
coaches’ access to a local
professional activity. 

Our motto: “Relocation is a
project for both”.
job4U2 is present in canton
Vaud, Neuchâtel, Geneva,
Basel, Zurich and Bern.

We also support companies by
auditing and framing their Dual
career challenges and needs 
We offer early stage dedicated
Dual Career support for
Internal mobility and strategic
recruitment.
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Some praising  
Words

"I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend
job4U2 to anyone looking for a job

or a career change. Although,
looking for a job is a difficult ride

and a job itself, the help and
encouragement from my caoch

made it a smooth ride.”. 
Arturo M. (Scientist)

"My coach had an amazing

ability to help uncover one’s

true strengths and guided me

in clearly articulating them

through the job application

process.

Job4U2 was not only

satisfying but overdelivered

on my expectations."

Michelle C. (Innovation &

Business Development)

" I strongly recommend Job4U2 as it is
a true investment for your career and
personal development reaching your

goals."
Agathi K. – (Digital health)

“The coaching experience
was very beneficial and

gave me a very wide
spectrum of new

opportunities with a real
holistic approach. It is a real

chance to perform 
such a programme in a

mid-carrer time.”
Sébastien I. (Pharma)

“job4U2 gave me the tools to
effectively and efficiently continue
my job search journey. My sessions
were not only helpful in developing
my personal strategy but also in
rebuilding my self confidence.
The program helped not only my
job search but also my personal
development”
SAX. (Digital communication)

“I am very happy with the services of Job4U2. Particularly with my coach who has succeeded in
holding a high level of hands on practical support and guidance while at the same time 

acting as my best cheer leader! 
I must also say that the whole job4U2 team has proven their commitment to my job search and

has been very generous in sharing their network, something that is invaluable 
when new in a market!” 

Helena R. S. (FMCG Marketing)”
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1. Our guiding values: 
Care | Success | Respect | Commitment | Quality | Creativity

2. 10 Year’s experience with a unique focus: support dual career
partners in Switzerland 

3. Our presence in Switzerland: Basel, Zurich, Bern, Neuchatel,
Lausanne and Geneva regions.

4. The job4U2 coaches - we are all certified coaches, engaged in
continuous learning and supervision. 
- We have in depth expertise in career counseling and are
specialized in the Swiss market
- we have academic background- we are fully articulated
(native or fluent) in the local language and in English- we have
professional experience within Swiss based organizations
- we have experience living aboard and/or relocating to
Switzerland
- we are all involved in additional professional projects next to
our job4U2 coaching activities, keeping us alert and forcing us
to continuously step outside of our comfort zone
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What makes job4U2
unique both in the swiss
landscape and in the
mobility landscape?

unique

1 to 4...



5.  Our Service level excellence towards our corporate clients
making us a preferred supplier of dual career coaching for
many organizations. 

6. The amazing testimonials we received from our Coachees
and record evaluation of the quality of our services

7. Our Center of excellences:  
Finance &banking, HR, Medical & lifescience,
Tech, Engineering & Industrial sectors plus Academic carrers,
executive careers and entrepreneurship

8. A complete library of tools, tutorials and guides, up to date
with latest trends, constantly updated and enriched.
9. Our clients gender balance, working with 50% male and
female cleints

10. Our Strong society involvement-
 Active members and contributors within national and
international dual career networks such as Here we are global
- A mission of information towards dual career partners
community
- Our various personal involvement in sports and artistic
activities
- Teaching dual career recruitment in the HR Brevet federal,
in Universities and HES.

5 to 10...
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Social media 

 To follow us

By following the

job4U2 Linkedin

page, Dual career

partners get daily

tips, news, insights

about the Swiss job

market directly on

their LinkedIn feed.

JOB4U2
LinkedIn
page

We love visuals!

By following  job4U2

on Instagram, Dual

career partners enter

the job4U2 world

through pictures and

visuals posts. 

JOB4U2 
on
Instagram

https://www.linkedin.com/company/job4u2/ https://www.instagram.com/job4u2/

On faceBook, Dual

career friends find

more casual

information about

Switzerland, its

culture and articles

and news.

JOB4U2 
FaceBook
page

"What is job4U2 

doing?"

 It's on Twitter.

Dual career partners

and network follow our

actuality and retweet

as they wish.

JOB4U2 
on 
Twitter

https://www.facebook.com/job4u2 https://twitter.com/job4u2_Swiss
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Meet the jOB4U2

Team

job4U2 director and main point of contact for our Corporate
clients.
Covers Neuchatel and Lausanne regions 
Team Lead for executive roles, freelancing and Engineering, IT
and Industrial sectors. 

Sandrine van den Oudenhoven

Covers Bern-Basel regions 
Team Lead for Academic, Scientist and Medical careers.

Nadja Feddermann

Covers Basel-Zurich regions
Team Lead for Banking and Business & HR services sectors. 

Diana Bocskai

Covers Geneva region 
Team Lead for entrepreneurship projects.

Dominique Bourqui

Covers Lausanne region 
Simone Noussitou de Rham
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In 2019, we have welcomed Simone and Susanne on our team!

Covers Basel location
Susanne Ritter



Our main

Locations
Hundreds of multinational companies have
established their global or regional headquarters in
this highly international area. 
Because of the high level of job requirements and
competitiveness of the job market, accompanying
spouses often require professional career support to
find access to the local job market.

job4u2 has its origins in the canton of Bern and more
specifically in Biel-Bienne, the Swiss bilingual city,
strategically positioned on the “Röstigraben”, and is
now headquartered in canton Neuchâtel.
More than anywhere else, the spouse’s professional
and social activities are the key to successful
integration in the area.

With the life sciences cluster around Basel and the
Swiss Tech and Finance hubs in Zurich, the region is
highly depending on International talents and their
willingness to relocate with their dual career
partners. 
job4U2 is a partner of premium choice for local and
international leading companies.
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The 10 WEFORUM

emerging

technologies of

2019 in

Switzerland

15 trendy
jobs for the

future

The 10 secret
keys to unlock
your potential
and build a
network from
scratch in no
time.

www . j ob4U2 . ch /b l og
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Many thanks 
to all 
our 
Partners
As a team we are grateful for each person we met this year 

who has contributed to make our jobs so enjoyable and so

successful.

We thank our clients for their trust and for the many

opportunities they gave us all along the year to continue our

mission to make relocation a meaningful project for the

Dual-career partners. 

We thank our coachees for their openness during the

coaching sessions and for the courage their demonstrated

while progressing towards their goals. We express our

gratitude for each of the magical moments we have

experienced this year with them.

More personaly, I thank my teammates for their talents, for

the joy and commitment they bring in their work, for each

feed-back they gave me and for all the smiles and complicity

we shared along the year.

2019 has been a wonderful year which makes me incredibly

eager to see what 2020 and the upcoming 10 years will bring

us!

With my grateful greetings,

Sandrine
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Contact: 

Sandrine van den

Oudenhoven

Sandrinevdo@job4U2.ch

+41(0)76 206 58 34

www.job4U2.ch


